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Initial Research

A document I compiled of informa-
tion about Scala Sans along with 
some handwritten notes as I con-
tinued further research.



Initial Ideation

Some preliminary research about 
what content to potentially include 
and where it could be placed in the 
booklet. I also explored themes for 
the booklet and poster that could 
relate to Scala Sans.



160 Booklet Sketches

160 sketches for the 16 page type 
specimen booklet. I explored sever-
al music or sound themes as well 
as other interesting ways to portray 
Scala Sans creatively.



160 Booklet Sketches

This was an idea I almost went 
with. The theme was “sound” and 
focused on actual waves of sound.



160 Booklet Sketches



Refining Booklet Sketches

The final group of 16 preliminary 
sketches for the booklet. This is the 
idea I ran with. Its theme is music.

Refining the sketches and organiz-
ing what type of content they will 
portray for the specimen.



Refining Booklet Sketches

Final sketches before moving into 
InDesign. I finalized the order of the 
spreads and ideas for each page.



First Computer Draft

First black and white computer rough draft. I 
played with the vocal exercise scale “do-re-mi” 
(bottom right) but it seemed too chaotic and 
unorganized. You will see the further refine-
ment as I continue to play with options.



First Computer Draft



Refined Second Draft

Second printed book-
let now has color 
(light blue and dark 
purple). Notes are 
made to further refine 
the design t0 make it 
more engaging, cohe-
sive, and effective as a 
type specimen. 



Refined Third Draft

Third accent color added and changes 
implemented from previous draft.



Final Booklet Design

Front and back cover.



Final Booklet Design



Final Booklet Design



Final Booklet Design



Poster Sketches

I went with the 7th idea 
of the music note for 
further exploration.



Poster Computer Roughs

Here are three of the ideas I 
explored on the computer re-
lating to music notes based on 
the sketch. For the final design 
I combined and explored two of 
these ideas further.



Final Poster Design

The music notes are made 
up of bold FF Scala Sans 
in all caps of various point 
sizes that relate to the size 
of the notes. The large dis-
play type is all lower case 
and is condensed bold. The 
colors match the type spec-
imen booklet and overall 
the poster maintains the 
musical theme. 

The white border is not part 
of the poster but is added for 
visibility in this document.


